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Headlines
Is The Nature Shop Abusing Pet
Rocks?
We have just have received
word from our sources that the
Nature Shop may be abusing
their pet rocks. We have gone
inside the store and we have
seen the employees hitting and
putting hot glue on their rocks.
Yes, they do use the glue to keep
the rock’s eyes in place, but are
they using the glue on other
parts of the rock? We will write
more as more information arises.

Mrs. Byrne Retiring!
Our school’s beloved Algebra teacher
is retiring. This surprised all of her
students to hear this news. She will
surely be missed by her students and
coworkers.

Is The Non-Profit Keeping The Money?
An inside source has told us that a few Non-Profit
employees are pocketing the money that they
earned. Opinions have shown that the citizens
want these people to come forward and give the
money back to the Non-Profit Organization.
City Hall Fines are Too High?
The City Hall is reportedly fining citizens of Enterprise
America too much for walking on the grass. Police Officers
have no part in this. They are just following orders. The
mayor and judge should be held accountable for their actions.

Stories
Is The Café Selling Fake Food?
At the Café, many kinds of food are sold
to Enterprise America citizens. From popcorn
trail mix, and even Kool-Aid the Café has it
all. But the real question is Is the Café Selling
Fake Food? As we all know, the Café has cheap
prices, but, how can a profit be made off
selling “real” food for that little price? This is
a topic that has been circling around the Café
for years, but the owner has no answer. More
information will be released soon.
Is the Broadcast
Center Overcharging
for Their Service’s?
As shown in the
picture to the left, the
prices for Business
Ads are outrageous
at a cost of $15.00.
Opinions of many
citizens are that the
price should be
lowered to around
$7.50. The majority of
the citizens believe
action should be
taken.

Business is Booming at the
Sports Shop
As seen at the Sports
Shop, business is booming.
Many people are seen
laughing, having fun, and
playing basketball. The
love of sports is circulating
around our beloved city.

Advertisements
Broadcast Center

City Hall

The Broadcast Center is a vital business in Enterprise
America. From entertainment to advertisements,
we’ve got you covered. The Broadcast Center helps
generate revenue for other businesses and will
spreads the word across airwaves for a small price.
The Broadcast Center provides the Enterprise
community with music all day, and will even take
song requests, courtesy of our hard-working disc
jockeys. Come to the Broadcast Center- we make
listening better.

City hall is one of the businesses within the
Enterprise America community. Our company is
responsible for making and enforcing laws and
collecting taxes. Some of our policies set for the
benefit of the Enterprise America community
include, but are not limited to: no running or
crawling; no chewing gum; and no drinking outside
of the designated area. City Hall is made up of
different parts that working together to achieve our
common goal of making the community as safe and
functional as possible. City Hall, securing our future.

Pathfinder Bank

Delivery Center

Do you have checks to cash? Come to Pathfinder and
redeem your money. Pathfinder Bank is Enterprise
America’s one and only bank. Here, your companies
can purchase a loan, deposit money, and follow the
path to unlocking your financial wealth. Pathfinder
Bank is a short walk from all of the local shops of
Enterprise America.

In order to run a business in Enterprise America,
supplies are needed. The Delivery Center is the best
in town. We get the right products to you on time for
a great price. Your shipments are carefully yet
efficiently brought right to you. Our goal is to earn
respect and trust from the other businesses.

Café
In the Café Shop, we give beverages and food for a price of $2.50-$4.50. Please come by, for we have snacks of
all kinds and drinks too. So come on down to eat and get a fresh beverage. We respect our customers and
employees. So come on down, thanks for reading.

Advertisements 2
Wellness Center

Nature Shop

Make yourself at home with the Wellness Center! At
the Wellness Center, we take the stress out of your
life. We will allow you to get a stress ball, a message,
and inspirational pins. We provide Health Care to all
citizens that need it. to make your day better, we will
let you get a message with our high-tech message
chair. we will help you overcome your problems with
our goods. Make yourself at home with the Wellness
Center!

Come on down to the Nature Shop and get your
very own Pet Rock! Here at the Nature Shop, we
provide our very own sandart, hairclips, and Shell
Friends. The money you provide with purchasing
our items goes into helping and supporting our
economy. The Nature Shop is a fun and creative
place to make and enjoy crafts.

Web News

National Grid Utility Company

Web News is a good source to find out about recent
world events or local gossip. Not only do we want to
inform you, but we want to include you! For three
dollars, you can include a personal picture in our
newspaper. For four dollars, you can promote
anything with your own personal ad! Come down to
the Web News and spill the tea!

Here at the Utility Company, we provide many
benefits. We deliver electricity to all of the
companies in Enterprise America. We provide daily
weather reporting to make sure you’re ready for the
day. We are exploring other renewable energy
sources that we can provide and sell. These are
good for the environment. Remember at the Utility
Company, it is our passion and our customers that
are our main concern.

Sign Shop
Here at the sign Shop, we are responsible for creating business sign designs for every business in the city. After
they are created, you’ll be impressed by our wonderful signs that are installed on the front of the business
around the city. We also provide greeting cards, quote signs, and business cards that are all very unique.
Custom door hangers and picture frames are sure to jazz up your business. Come and stop by the Sign Shop
and “Be inspired by sign!”

Advertisements
Non-Profit Organization

Sports Shop

The Non-Profit Organization gives back to the
community. We collect the checks and other goods.
We send out thank-you gifts to contributors. We help
Enterprise America citizens to contribute to a good
cause. The items are then donated to a local nonprofit organization outside the Enterprise America
walls. We rock it down in Non-Profit!

Are you into sports? Find yourself inside a lot?
Come to the Sports Shop for a change. We sell
everything from sports cards to basketball games.
The Sports Shop is the go-to place for everything
sports, with the lowest prices around! We have the
sports!

Automotive Shop

Technology Center
This week there is a new Tech shop! Our slogan is “It
will be supreme if you visit the Tech Shop!” Every
person gets two free Supreme stickers for $1. They
also have supreme deals on their products. For $7,
you can buy a web page for your business.
Remember, it will be supreme if you visit the Tech
Shop!

Come all to the one and only automotive Center where
you can purchase world class products and experience
one-on-one with our excellently trained staff. We are
humbled to be voted as one of the best business for our
customer service! We sell everything from air fresheners
to key chains. Also, don’t forget to stop by to test out our
Driving Simulator. Experience first-hand, just you, your
car, and the road. It’s fast, it’s furious, it’s Automotive
Center!

MACNY/PEB Manufacturing Center
Pens and pencils are necessary products for everyday life. But why settle for some ordinary pencils, treat
yourself to an aesthetically pleasing furry head writing utensils. Check books meet our spending needs and
bank visits. But we’re not all business, we also sell tic-tac-toe boards to make your day that much more fun!
Take a break and come on down to your local manufacturing center and buy one of our many products!

Tea Worth Reading
In recent news, the NFL has banned
kneeling for the National Anthem.
Many popular players were taking a
knee to show support for the end of
racism and police brutality. America is
known to be a free country, evolving
from slavery to freedom. Everyone has
a different opinion on the matter,
believing that this is a free country and
everyone is allowed to express their
own opinion. Others think it’s
disrespectful to America and we
should respect our nation for what it
stands for.
The Black Lives Matter
movement was created in
2013. The movement has
continued to grow and fight
back against the systematic
oppression of minorities face
daily.

“Great, you
should (have
to stand)”
–Ellie Kenna

The first amendment is
possibly the most
important amendment.
Without it we wouldn’t
be the America we are
today. But where do our
rights stop and others
begin?

“It’s wrong (to ban
them)” –Karli Clark
“It’s necessary to stand
for the National
Anthem” –Conner
Dunham
“It’s disrespectful to
America” – Jake Adams

Congratulations, Dedications
And Thank You

Come buy rocks at the nature
shop! We need money” –Anon
Julia McCann has
decided to promote
herself as “the best
person in the
world!” Please
congratulate her on
this amazing feat.
Mark McPike wants to
shout out the Café Shop
for its excellent drinks,
pizza, and granola bars.

Richard Buza would like to
show his appreciation for his
own business: the
Manufacturing Center. He
believes they are the greatest
business of Enterprise America.

Thank you for being
respectful citizens here
at Enterprise America!
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